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		This book examines the Capacitated Lot Sizing Problem (CLSP) in process industries. In almost all process industries, there are situations where products have short/long setup times, and the setup of the product and its subsequent production are carried over, across consecutive periods. The setup of a product is carried over across more than one successive period in the case of products having long setup times. A product having short setup has its setup time less than the capacity of the period in which it is setup. The setup is immediately followed by its production of the product and it may also be carried over, across successive time period(s). Many process industries require production of a product to occur immediately after its setup (without the presence of idle time between the setup and production of the product), and they also require the product to be continuously produced without any interruption. This book considers a single-machine, single-level and multiple-item CLSP problem. This book introduces the Capacitated Lot Sizing Problem with Production Carryover and Setup Crossover across periods (CLSP-PCSC). Mathematical models are proposed which are all encompassing that they can handle continuous manufacturing (as in process industries), and also situations where the setup costs and holding costs are product dependent and time independent/time dependent, with possible backorders, and with other appropriate adaptations.  Comprehensive heuristics are proposed based on these mathematical models to solve the CLSP-PCSC. The performance of the proposed models and heuristics are evaluated using problem instances of various sizes. This book also covers mathematical models developed for the Capacitated Lot Sizing Problem with Production Carryover and Setup Crossover across periods, and with Sequence-Dependent Setup Times and Setup Costs (CLSP-SD-PCSC). These models allow the presence of backorders and also address real-life situations present in process industries such as production of a product starting immediately after its setup and its uninterrupted production carryover across periods, along with the presence of short/long setup times. Heuristics proposed for the CLSP-PCSC can be extended to address the CLSP problem with sequence dependent setup costs and setup times. All the models and heuristics proposed in this book address some real-life considerations present in process industries.
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Solar Variability and Planetary Climates (Space Sciences Series of ISSI)Springer, 2007

	This book provides an updated overview of the processes determining the influence of solar forcing on climate. It discusses in particular the most recent developments regarding the role of aerosols in the climate system and the new insights that could be gained from the investigation of terrestrial climate analogues. The book’s...
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IMS Application Developer's Handbook: Creating and Deploying Innovative IMS ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2011


	Many books have been written about IMS, so why do we think another is needed? Most of

	the existing books are written from the perspective of those who implement the technology,

	either network vendors or operators. There is no such focus for developers. The standards

	that form the basis of IMS are complex – as they are...
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Integrating PHP and XMLSkillSoft Press, 2004
Learn how to use SAX, XSLT, and XPath to manipulate XML documents, as well as use of XML-RPC protocol for accessing procedures on a remote computer, and much more.

PHP is a server-side scripting language used to create Web applications. XML is a markup language used to exchange data among Web applications. PHP can be...
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Healthcare-Associated Infections in Children: A Guide to Prevention and ManagementSpringer, 2018

	With advances in technology and medical science, children with previously untreatable and often fatal conditions, such as congenital heart disease, extreme prematurity and pediatric malignancy, are living longer.  While this is a tremendous achievement, pediatric providers are now more commonly facing challenges in these medical...
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Digital Photography: Top 100 Simplified Tips & Tricks (Top 100 Simplified Tips & Tricks)Visual, 2010

	Completely updated to cover the latest digital cameras and their functions


	The field of digital photography is steadily becoming an increasingly popular and exciting hobby and profession. These days, just about anyone can take beautiful photographs after having learned the right techniques and gaining a solid editing...
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Pro Oracle Database 11g Administration (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2010

	Pro Oracle Database 11g Administration is a book focused on results. Author Darl Kuhn draws from a well of experience over a decade deep to lay out real-world techniques that lead to success as an Oracle DBA. He gives clear explanations on how to perform critical tasks. He weaves in theory where necessary without...
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